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ABSTRACT

The design of a teaching system for a computer 
language is investigated using the Tricotyledon Theory of 
System Design developed by A. W. Wymore. Attention is 
focused-.on the computer language DIGEST, developed in 1973 by 
Lanny Mullens. The initial problem definition is developed 
in three levels of mathematical detail, in accordance with 
outline of the design methodology, to restrict investigation 
of possible system solutions to those systems considered 
acceptable by a group of students who had already been taught 
DIGEST.

Two system theoretic models are developed to 
represent possible teaching systems. These models are 
compared using the guidelines presented in the initial 
problem definition, and the comparison itself is used to 
pinpoint weaknesses and ambiguities in the problem 
definition.



CHAPTER 4

. INTRODUCTION

With the proliferation of computer languages designed 
for special purposes, it has become desirable to define the 
problem of how to set about teaching such languages and .to 
design systems that solve the problem thus defined. Often 
few people are familiar with the language in question, while 
the people desiring to learn the language also wish to be 
instructed in its applications. One such language is DIGEST 
(Discrete GEneral System Theory), developed at The University 
of Arizona under the direction of the Departments of Computer 
Science and Systems and Industrial Engineering (Mullens,
1973)• In this thesis, the Systems Engineering Methodology 
for Interdisciplinary Teams based on the Tricotyledon Theory 
of System Design (Wymore, 1973) is applied to defining the 
problem of teaching DIGEST to students of varying ages, 
ability, and background. In addition, two candidate systems 
are developed as solutions to the problem as defined in this 
document.

1.1 DIGEST and General System Theory ,
DIGEST is a general system theoretic computer lan

guage designed to aid in the analysis and design of
1 ;



discrete-time system theoretic models. It requires a basic 
knowledge of general system theory, as DIGEST programs con
sist of sentences that closely resemble the language of 
mathematical system theory developed by A. W. Wymore (1967). 
Certain artifacts of mathematical system theory thus will be . 
discussed briefly. Persons wishing a more complete develop
ment should see the previously cited reference by Wymore 
(1967).

In the context of general system theory, a system may 
be defined as an ordered five-tuple (S,P,F,T,SIGMA), where S 
is a set not empty representing the states of the system; P 
is a set not empty representing all possible inputs to the 
system; F is a set not empty of functions representing all 
permissible input functions of time; T is a nonempty subset 
of the real numbers representing the timescale of the system; 
and SIGMA is a function representing how states change in 
response to the system inputs over time. A system may be 
caricatured as a black box, as in Figure 1.1. The arrows 
pointing at the box may be thought of as the "ports" by which • 
input enters the system, while the arrows pointing away from 
the box may be thought of as the output of the system. The 
box itself conceals the states of the system and how these 
states change in response to the input functions.

One other artifact of general system theory, the 
coupling recipe, should be described at this time.
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Input Output
----------

Black Box
---------------------

Ficr. 1.1 Black Box Representation 
of a System



Intuitively, a coupling recipe describes how to connect or 
couple systems together in order to obtain more complex sys
tems. A coupling recipe is defined as an ordered triple (Z , 
i,u), where Z is a set not empty of systems and i and u are 
functions. The function i matches the input ports of a sys
tem with the system whose output feeds into those ports. The 
function u matches the output function of a system With the 
system whose input ports receive their input from that func
tion. Figure 1.2 caricatures a coupling of two systems. It 
should be noted that the system which results from coupling 
smaller systems is termed the resultant and is considered 
distinct from any of the systems, called components or system 
components from which it is made.

A DIGEST program may consist of several sections 
which should appear in the following order:

1. One or several assignment sentences which are
optional;

2. One or several function definitions;
3. One or several system definitions;
4. One coupling recipe definition , if 

necessary;
5. One resultant system definition, if necessary;
6. One simulation definition;
7. One program termination sentence.
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System Z

System Z 1

System Z2

Fig. 1.2 Representation of Coupled Systems
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Assignment sentences are used to define variables as 

numbers, strings, or sets, and have the form of a variable 
name followed by an equal sign and the value of the variable, 
and terminated by a period. For example a valid assignment 
sentence is ”ONE = 1.” Function definitions are used to 
associate a unique element with each element of a given set. 
DIGEST has four predefined functions, the VECTOR function, 
the PI function, the CONSTANT function, and the RANDOM func
tion, as well as the capacity for programmer-defined func
tions. System definitions follow the formal general system 
theoretic terminology in terms of the five-tuple 
(S,P,F,T,SIGMA). All systems must have a discrete timescale;
i.e., T must be a subset of the non-negative integers. 
Similarly, the coupling recipe definition follows the format 
of the general system theoretic three-tuple (Z,i,u). A 
resultant system definition is a single sentence of the form 
"LET name 1 BE RESULTANT(name2)." The simulation definition 
sets up an experiment on one of the systems defined in the 
previous sections. A system experiment is set up by speci
fying an initial state, the length of the experiment, any 
necessary input functions, and any desired output functions. 
The program termination statement has the form "END." For 
further information on DIGEST programs, see the DIGEST User's 
Manual (Rozanoff and Biessman, 1974).
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1.2 Systems Engineering Methodology 

The Systems Engineering Methodology is based on the 
same mathematical theory of systems as DIGEST itself. In 
operation the methodology may be divided into three rela
tively distinct phases of interaction between a systems 
design team, usually an interdisciplinary team, and a client 
group interested in solving a problem but lacking the time, 
expertise, and/or desire to obtain the solution itself. The 
nucleus of the client group for this project was a group of
students enrolled in SIE 51 at The University of Arizona in
the spring of 1974. (See Appendix A for complete list.) By
the end of the third phase, the problem has been reduced from
a vague generalization to an operational statement of the 
problem, several candidate systems have been designed and 
compared, and one system has been chosen and implemented.

The first of the phases is concerned with answering 
six archetypical questions:

1. What is the system *s function?
2. How will the system*s performance be judged?
3. What may be used to build the system?
4. How will the system *s use of resources be judged?
5. How are conflicts between performance and

resource utilization to be resolved?
6. How is the system to be tested?



These questions should be answered without referenc 
to any actual system through a process of negotiation with 
the client. It is an article of faith of the methodology 
that problems must be defined before systems are specified 
avoid defining the problem in terms of its solution.

From the answers to the above questions, a literary 
formulation of the problem is developed. This is a general 
language statement sketching the conclusions drawn from the 
results of the negotiation process and consists of six sec
tions :

1 . A statement of need, which answers the first of 
the six archtypical questions;

2. A statement of need satisfaction criteria, which 
is the foundation for comparing systems on the . 
basis of how well they perform;

3. A statement of available resources;
4. A statement of resource utilization criteria , 

which is the foundation for comparing systems 
on the basis of how efficiently they utilize 
the available resources;

5. A statement of trade-off criteria, which forms 
the basis for comparing systems when their 
relative merits with respect to performance 
and resource utilization conflict;

6. A statement of system test plan requirements.
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The literary statement of the problem is then formal

ized within the mathematical structure of the methodology. 
There are again six artifacts:

1. An input/output specification (I/O specs);
2. A merit ordering over the input/output cotyledon;
3• A technology specification (Tech specs);
4. A merit ordering over the technology cotyledon;
5. A merit ordering over the feasibilty cotyledon 

consistent with the above merit orderings;
6. A system test plan.

The literary formulation of the problem at hand will 
be developed in the next chapter. Chapter 3 is the methodo
logical formulation in semi-mathematical form. Next, two 
systems are developed and compared according to the artifacts 
of the problem, and finally the problem is developed in 
strict mathematical terms.



CHAPTER 2

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The first stage in developing a system design project 
is to organize the client's needs and thoughts about the 
problem into a general literary formulation. This prelimi
nary formulation serves to cover the chief areas of the 
problem, such as need, need satisfaction criteria, resources, 
resource utilization criteria, trade-off criteria, and system 
testing requirements with a minimum of mathematical and 
technical jargon. At the same time, a basis is provided to 
develop the design definition in greater detail. It acts as 
a guideline for explication of the problem in mathematical 
terms.

The literary statement of this stage must be written 
as clearly and as unambiguously as possible. It may be the 
case that this will be the only section of the system design 
project that the majority of the client group has the back
ground to understand. The interdisciplinary team has a 
responsibility to see that it is complete, that nothing 
appears in the technical formulation of the design project 
that is not explained in the literary formulation, and in 
particular that the assumptions made during the course of the 
study are explicitly stated.

10
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The basis for the following formulation is the 
results of the negotiation process between the client and the 
author over a three and a half month period during the spring 
of 1974. In addition, information obtained from a search of 
the literature has been incorporated.

2.1 Statement of Need
Initially a complete statement of need must be 

extracted from the client. This statement of need should be 
incapable of being interpreted ambiguously, with explanations 
of all key words and phrases provided. It should be realised 
that total explicitness is itself an unobtainable goal, but 
the attempt to satisfy it must be made.

The primary need may be stated as follows: there is
a need to design and implement a system to facilitate the 
teaching of the computer language DIGEST at The University of 
Arizona. The need exists because DIGEST is included as part 
of the curriculum of the Department of Systems and Industrial 
Engineering, and because little documentation and few experi
enced DIGEST programmers are available. Traditionally, 
computer languages have been taught by getting students to 
write some kind of program as soon as possible, but little 
has been done to discover if this is the best method of 
teaching (Weinberg, 1971).
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The problem of learning DIGEST has been divided into 

four related areas. These are a) concepts specific to com
puter programming in general, b ) concepts specific to DIGEST, 
c) concepts specific to general system theory, and d) motiva
tion for learning DIGEST. These areas, particularly general 
system theory and DIGEST, are not completely independent, but 
there are certain concepts that can be more closely related 
to one or another of the first three areas listed.

The assumptions were made that the basic inputs to 
the teaching aid system, hereafter called GESTRE (GEneral 
System Theory tRainEr), would be individuals who may be 
designated as students, and furthermore that the individuals 
may be adequately modelled in general system theoretic terms.

Further description of the inputs was developed by 
first determining the need satisfaction criteria listed below.

1. Expected ability to use DIGEST;
2. Expected ability to understand DIGEST;
3. Expected ability to use system theory;
4. Expected perceived relevance of learning;
5. Expected ability to understand general

system theory;
6. Expected perceived worth of learning;
7. Expected ability to use a computer ;
8. Expected interest in general system

theory and computers;
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9. Expected ability to understand computer 

concepts.
Descriptors of individuals on which to base measurement of 
the criteria were developed. In their most general form, 
these descriptors are a) the age of the individual, 
b ) the individual’s familiarity with computers and 
computer programming, c) the individual’s familiarity with 
DIGEST, d) the individual’s familiarity with general system 
theory, and e) the individual's reason for learning DIGEST.
A sixth input, a student identification number, was added to 
ease the problem of following individuals through the system. 
The five basic descriptors will be defined in detail during 
the course of the literary formulation of the problem.

2.2 Need Satisfaction Criteria 
A method is needed to compare systems on the basis of 

how well they satisfy the needs of the project. To formulate 
such a method, it is imperative to know just what goals must 
be accomplished and which of these are more important than 
others. A list of criteria was developed during negotiation 
with the client that described the basic goals of the system. 
After these criteria were finalized, the client was asked to 
complete a questionnaire to weight the criteria in order of 
preference (refer to Appendix B ) . The method of comparing 
systems was developed from the criteria weights and will be
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found in detail in Section 3-3- In effect the method rates 
as better the system that accomplishes more of the more 
important goals.

The most important goal, as might be expected, is 
that the ability of students to use DIGEST be improved. The 
second most important goal is to improve the student's under
standing of DIGEST. Two goals are ranked as third most 
important: improvement in ability to use general system
theory and the extent of applicability of the student*s 
learning. These criteria, as well as the other need satis
faction criteria, are summarized in Section 2.1. The rank of 
each criterion, its description, and associated assessment 
source follow.

DIGEST usage (1): The preferred system results in a
higher level of the student’s ability to use DIGEST. "Usage" 
is meant to indicate the capability of the student to make a 
plausible response to questions couched in DIGEST terms (cf. 
Niervergelt and Farrar, 1973)• The criterion attempts to 
assess the ability of the student to use the DIGEST syntax. 
The level of ability to use DIGEST may be assessed by grades 
earned on writing standardized DIGEST programs and removing 
errors from non-working DIGEST programs. Important consider
ations are the time it takes to accomplish the task and how 
successfully the task is completed.

DIGEST understanding (2): The preferred system
results in a higher level of the student’s understanding of
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DIGEST. "Understanding" is meant to indicate the capability 
of the student to reach the meaning of DIGEST text. This 
criterion attempts to assess the ability of the student to 
analyse the semantics of DIGEST. Appropriate means of 
assessment include pre- and post-tests dealing with the 
relationships between different parts of DIGEST programs and 
concerning how DIGEST operates, as well as dealing with how 
well the student can read DIGEST programs.

System theory usage (3): The preferred system
results in a greater ability to use the language and termi
nology of general system theory correctly. In this case 
"usage" also incorporates the concept of being able to make a 
reasonable response to questions couched in the terminology 
of general system theory. Appropriate means of assessment 
include records of student’s usage of general system theory, 
scores on tests, and records of performance in spotting 
errors in general system theoretic language statements.

Relevance (3): The preferred system results in a
higher expectation of applicability of learning. Appropriate 
means of assessment are the student *s stated satisfaction 
with the system, his motive for learning DIGEST before 
entering the system and after leaving the system, and the 
student’s record of involvement with system design projects.

Understanding of general system theory (4) : The
preferred system results in a higher level of understanding 
of general system theory. Again "understanding" incorporates
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the concept of analysing the semantics of general system 
theory. Appropriate means of assessment include scores in 
classes concerned with general system theory, tests over 
texts and articles in general system theory, and records of 
attempts of the student to tutor others in the subject.

Worth of learning (5): The preferred system results
in a higher assessment of the worth of the learning experi
ence by the student. This criterion attempts to measure an 
attitude of the student and as such is related to the stu
dent's motivation (Scott, 1968). A partial list of the 
properties of attitudes is a) direction--they may be measured 
on a scale ranging from positive, or favorable, to negative, 
or unfavorable; b) magnitude--the degree of favorableness or 
unfavorableness; c) intensity--the strength or depth of 
feeling; and d) ambivalence--a measure of the extent to which 
both favorable and unfavorable components are present in an 
attitude. This criterion is only concerned with the first 
two properties, direction and magnitude, as assessed by means 
of closed-question procedures, e.g., procedures in which 
subjects are asked to rank their agreement with statements on 
a scale from "strongly agree" to "strongly disagree."

Computer Usage (6): The preferred system results in 
a high level of ability to use the computer. In this case, 
the criterion assesses the change in ability to handle a 
computer efficiently from a programming standpoint. Means of 
assessment are records of number of debugging runs, the
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amount of central memory and computer time per run, and the 
total time needed to get a program working. These records 
should only incorporate the statistics related to standard
ized test problems.

Interest (7): The preferred system causes a higher
level of interest in system theory and computers. As such, 
this criterion is concerned with attitudes about general 
system theory and computers. Again, only direction and 
magnitude of the student*s attitude will be considered. They 
will be assessed by means of open-question and closed- 
question procedures.

Computer understanding (8): The preferred system
results in a great,er understanding of computers. The salient 
points are ability to discriminate between areas where com
puters are and are not useful, the ability to generalize 
learning about efficient programming in one language to 
others, and the ability to manipulate concepts dealing with 
large computer systems. Appropriate means of assessment are 
willingness to participate in discussion about computer 
applications, and test scores dealing with basic computer 
concepts.

2 . 3  Statement of Resources 
The resources include everything that may conceivably 

be used to build the system. The statement of resources may
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be divided into currently available resources and potentially 
available resources.

The Department of Systems and Industrial Engineering 
has a great number of currently available resources. Among 
the more prominent are a professor with experience in 
teaching DIGEST, a working copy of the DIGEST computer system 
("computer system" in this sense refers to the software 
package currently implemented on the University of Arizona 
GDC 6400), two DIGEST system programmers, textbooks on gen
eral system theory, and a first attempt at a DIGEST users1 

manual. The GDC 6400 is also available. The University of 
Arizona GDC system is a batch-oriented, multiprogramming, 
file-based system. It has an available memory of 130,000 
(base 8) 60-bit words, permanent disk file capabilities, 
tape-handling equipment, and if the need is great enough, 
limited interactive capability. Other computer resources 
available at The University of Arizona are a DEC-10, a com
pletely interactive programming environment with hard-copy 
terminals, CRT terminals, and a graphics terminal, and termi
nals connected to the PLATO computer-based teaching system at 
The University of Illinois, together with the capability to 
write tutorial programs in the teaching language of PLATO, 
named TUTOR. A large variety of classes are also available 
as resources. These include regular semester courses in 
FORTRAN and other computer languages, general system theory, 
and system modeling, as well as no-credit "short" courses
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taught by the University Computing Center staff on such 
subjects as basic computer concepts, assembly language pro
gramming, and an introduction to the facilities available at 
the UCC. A final resource is the University Library system 
including the Main Library, the Science Library, and the 
Computer Science Reference Library.

It is more difficult to outline potentially available 
resources. Some of the more obvious are an interactive 
implementation of DIGEST, tutorial computer programs on 
general system theory, DIGEST, and computers, implemented 
either on the DEC-10 or in the PLATO system, and the increas
ingly large body of SIE students with some experience in 
general system theory and DIGEST programming.

2.4 Resource Utilization Criteria 
There is an infinite number of possible combinations 

of resources, each of which might constitute a unique build- 
able system. Hence some method must be provided by which 
possible systems may be compared. This may be done by speci
fying the criteria by which systems will be judged on the 
basis of their utilization of resources, and then specifying 
how the criteria will be weighted when comparing systems.
The exact method for this system design project will be found 
in Section 3*5.
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The following list of criteria was generated through 

negotiation with the client. When the criteria were formal
ized, the client was asked to weight the items on the list 
with respect to one another (see Appendix C). The most 
important criteria by which systems will be judged are the 
extensiveness of error-correction facilities within the 
system and how complete a version of DIGEST is presented 
during instruction. The second most important criteria are 
the ease with which the system may be adapted to reflect 
changes in DIGEST, the amount of time needed for a student to 
attain an acceptable level of competence in DIGEST, and the 
number of job runs available per day to run DIGEST programs. 
These and the rest of the criteria are summarized below. The 
criteria, their relative ranks, and an indication of their 
respective assessment sources follow.

1. Expected probability of sufficient 
correction facilities;

2. Expected number of DIGEST features;
3. Expected adaptability of system;
4. Expected learning time of students;
5. Expected opportunity to use computers;
6. Expected ease of using correction facilities;
7. Expected total amount of computer 

time available;
8. Expected number of errors per student 

when running DIGEST programs;
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9• Expected contentment of students with system;

10. Expected operating cost;
11. Expected capital cost;
12. Expected need for a computer on which 

to run DIGEST programs;

Correction facilities (1): The preferred system has
a higher probability that the facilities or information 
needed to correct any errors during the learning process are 
incorporated in the system. The types of errors that are 
likely to occur may be described as follows (Carbonell,
1970): a) missing information--the student does not have the
necessary data to avoid an error; b) misfiled information-- 
the student has the wrong descriptors associated with a piece 
of data; c) wrong entry--the value associated with an item is 
incorrect, e.g., believing that the FTN compiler requires 40K 
in which to load under the SCOPE 3-4 operating systems; d) 
lack of a concept--the student has not been exposed to the 
general concept; e) wrong concept--the student has associated 
a data item with an incorrect concept, e.g., believing that a 
computer that can process more than one job at apparently the 
same time is an example of a multi-processor; f) failure to 
draw some inference; g) overgeneralization; and h) failure to 
perceive a contradiction in information. Of these errors a 
system should at least provide diagnostic facilities to 
correct errors due to missing information, misfiled
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information, and wrong entry. Assessment sources are docu
mentation of system diagnostic facilities and tests of 
instructors, human or otherwise.

DIGEST features (1): The preferred system presents a
larger number of DIGEST features to the students. Assessment 
sources are lists of included features, instruction syllabus, 
and interrogation of instructors.

Adaptability (2): The preferred system is easier to
change to reflect changes in DIGEST. Possible assessment 
sources are description of system updating facilities, the 
percent of independent system units, and documentation avail
able on the system.

Learning time (2): The preferred system has a
smaller time for students to attain an acceptable level of 
competence in DIGEST. Assessment sources are time histories 
of system operation and test scores of students.

Computer opportunity (2): The preferred system has a
higher expectation of job runs per day per student. Neces
sary assessment sources are measures of turnaround time on 
the computer whose implementation of DIGEST is being used, 
the daily operating hours of the computer available to stu
dents, the maximum capacity of the machine, and the amount of 
time per day the machine operates at maximum capacity.

Correction ease (3): The preferred system has a
higher expectation of the ease with which error correction 
facilities may be used. Relevant assessment sources are
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records of office hours of instructors, documentation of 
system diagnostic facilities, and an analysis of the clarity 
of the written diagnostic facilities.

Computer time (4): The preferred system has a larger
amount of time available for using the computer to run DIGEST 
programs. This is the maximum time available and may be 
assessed by means of records of allocated computer funds and 
billing rates of the associated computer, and by records of 
the operating hours of the computer system.

Error types (4): The preferred system has a smaller
expected number of errors by students. This includes both 
the different categories of errors which students make (see 
the criterion dealing with correction facilities) and the 
number of errors of each type. It may be assessed by records 
of student debugging runs and student scores on tests.

Contentment (5): The preferred system has a higher
expected student enjoyment of being in the system. This 
criterion will be assessed operationally by the average time 
per student spent with the instructor (human or otherwise) 
and in the case of group instructional sessions, by the 
attendance rate during instructional sessions. The time 
spent in group instruction is not to be considered part of 
the time a student spends with his instructor.

Operating Cost (5): The preferred system has a lower
expected operating cost. This cost will be assessed as the 
dollar amount of resources provided by the system that are
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consumed by students in the system. Such resources include 
computer time, paper costs, manual costs--if developed or 
provided by the system, personnel salaries, including those 
of teachers, programmers, consultants, and secretaries, and 
any subsidization of students by the system.

Capital cost (6): The preferred system has a lower
expected capital cost. This cost includes the necessary 
outlay of funds to develop and implement the system. Only 
development costs incurred after the original system proposal 
has been developed will be considered. These include person
nel salaries, initial costs of training employees, cost of 
necessary research, and any construction costs for building 
system facilities.

Computer need (7): The preferred system has a lower
expected need for a computer on which to run DIGEST programs. 
Assessment sources include the list of exercises to be 
required of students in the system and DIGEST features avail
able other than on computer.

2.5 Trade-Off Criteria 
Systems that both fulfill the statement of need and 

that are buildable in the technology are termed feasible 
systems. However the ordering of preferred systems according 
to need satisfaction criteria will almost certainly differ 
from the ordering of preferred systems according to the 
resource utilization criteria. Another set of criteria is
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needed to resolve conflicts between the previously obtained 
orderings. Theoretically, all possible pairs of one need 
satisfaction criterion and one resource utilization criterion 
could be used as the third set of criteria. Practically, 
that is not necessary in most cases; only a few pairs of 
criteria need be considered.

Since the ordering of preferred systems is only 
concerned with pairs of systems, one may choose as preferred 
the system in a pair which both the need satisfaction 
ordering and the resource utilization ordering prefer when 
these orderings agree. When the two orderings do not agree, 
the following method will be used to determine the preferred 
system. The criteria to be considered are summarized below, 
while the details on how to apply the method described below 
will be found in Section 3.6.

Need Satisfaction Criteria:
1. Expected ability to use DIGEST;
2. Expected ability to understand DIGEST;
Resource Utilization Criteria:
1. Expected probability of sufficient 

correction facilities;
2. Expected number of DIGEST features;
3. Expected adaptability of the system;
4. Expected learning time of students;
5. Expected opportunity to use a computer

to run DIGEST programs.
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The top two ranking criteria from each list were 

chosen to be compared with one another in the following 
fashion: when a higher score for a resource utilization
criterion implies higher satisfaction for the system, the 
respective scores for the need satisfaction criterion and the 
resource utilization criterion are to be multiplied and the 
resultant score used for trade-off considerations. When a 
lower score for a resource utilization criterion implies 
higher satisfaction for the system, the score for the need 
satisfaction criterion is to be divided by the score for the 
resource utilization criterion and the resultant used for 
trade-off considerations.

This method is analogous to the common situation of 
benefit-cost analysis. In benefit-cost analysis, one seeks 
to obtain the greatest benefit per unit of cost. In 
extending this situation to consider factors that can not be 
appropriately measured in cost terms, the process may be 
conceived of as trying to obtain the greatest benefit per 
unit of dissatisfaction. Intuitively, satisfaction is 
inversely proportional to dissatisfaction (Miller, Overdorff, 
and others, 1973)> and thus benefit multiplied by satis
faction is equivalent to benefit divided by dissatisfaction.

2.6 System Test Philosophy
The system test plan describes the method by which 

the system chosen to be implemented will be judged as
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acceptable or unacceptable. It should be negotiated with 
the client before any systems are proposed as solutions to 
the problem to avoid testing in a fashion that would favor 
one system over others. In this fashion, both the client and 
the system design team are relatively safe from questions of 
bias. Finally, by negotiating the test plan with the client, 
weaknesses in the need satisfaction and resource utilization 
criteria may be discovered and compensated for before 
choosing a system to implement on the basis of the criteria.

First, all systems that both satisfy the need and may 
be built with the resources will be compared to a mythical 
system that meets the minimum standards of the need satisfac
tion criteria and the resource utilization criteria. If the 
system under consideration is at least as good as this mythi
cal system, it will be deemed an acceptable system.
Otherwise, it will not be accepted. Once this has been done, 
the system may be tested to see if it conforms to expecta
tions .

It is necessary to distinguish between the mathemati
cal system model Z and the physical system ZREAL which have 
been developed as solutions to the system design project.
The system model Z is a rigorous system theoretic system 
model, while ZREAL is the actual system as it appears in the 
real world. There may or may not be any relationship between 
Z and ZREAL. Thus, the test plan must answer at least three 
questions: 1) is the system model acceptable, i.e., is it
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at least as good as the mythical system described above? 2) 
is the system model an adequate representation of the physi
cal system? 3) is the physical system acceptable, i.e., in 
this case, is it at least as good as the current system? It 
should be noted that the mythical system is not necessarily a 
model of the current system.

..The first of the three questions will be answered by 
simulation with DIGEST itself. The rigorous system model 
must accept as input the model of individuals which may be 
found in Section 5.1 of this thesis. The experiments (in the 
system theoretic sense) that will be run are described in 
Section 3.4. The results of these experiments may then be 
used to compare Z to the system that meets the minimum stan
dards of the need satisfaction criteria and the resource 
utilization criteria.

The second of these questions is more difficult to 
answer. In order to answer it, experiments must be performed 
on the actual system ZREAL and statistical tests must be 
specified to be used when comparing the results of these 
experiments with the results of the simulation described 
above. As should be apparent, the experiments performed on 
ZREAL should be the real-world analogs of the experiments 
used in the simulation. However, it is important to note 
that in experiments conducted on ZREAL, student 
performance--not student learning--is being measured 
(Bugelski, 1956). It may be assumed that every student in



the system exits from the system after a finite time.
Although this finite time may vary from student to student, 
it is further assumed that the system designer has set a 
maximum time limit on how long any one student can be in the 
system. Experiments run on the real-world system will have a 
real time duration of this maximum amount. For example, if a 
system is designed to take one semester of a student's time, 
experiments would last for one semester. Furthermore, 
experiments would last for only one semester. A more 
detailed description of such experiments will be found in 
Section 3*7.

The final question may be answered by performing the 
same experiments on the current system as were performed on 
the new real-world system. If the experiments are suffi
ciently well-executed, the results of the experiments will 
hopefully reflect the differences in student achievement 
caused by the two systems. Statistical tests must be speci
fied to determine if the observed differences are statisti
cally significant. If they are not, the conclusion will be 
drawn that the systems are equivalent. If the observed dif
ferences are significant, then the results will be treated as 
if they are the results of simulations with theoretic models 
and will be compared by means of the trade-off merit ordering 
defined in Section 3.6.



CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGICAL FORMULATION

The linguistics formulation of a system design proj
ect defines the problem in precise, semi-mathematical terms. 
The purpose of such a formulation is to allow the interdisci
plinary team to state the problem in greater detail than the 
general statement of the problem allows. At the same time, 
minimal mathematical sophistication is needed to understand 
the linguistics of the problem if one has an intuitive grasp 
of the basics of the system design methodology. The formats 
governing the following definitions may be found in the 
treatise on the Tricotyledon Theory by Wymore (1973).

3.1 The System Design Project
1. Let GESTRE be a system design project.
2. The input/output specification of the system 

design project GESTRE is denoted GESTSPC and is defined in 
Section 3.2.

3. The technology of the system design project 
GESTRE is denoted GESTEK and is defined in Section 3.3.

4. The input/output merit ordering of the system 
design project GESTRE is denoted gestimo and is defined in 
Section 3.4.

30
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5. The technology merit ordering of the system 

design project GESTRE is denoted gestkmo and is defined in 
Section 3-5.

6. The trade-off merit ordering of the system design 
project GESTRE is denoted gestomo and is defined in 
Section 3-6.

_7. The system test plan of the system design project 
GESTRE is denoted GESTEST and is defined in Section 3.7.

3.2 The Input/Output Specification
1. Let GESTSPC be the input/output specification of 

the system design project GESTRE.
2. The set of inputs of the input/output specifica

tion GESTSPC consists of all possible statements of students 
of DIGEST. A statement of students of DIGEST is a list of 
all individuals with distinct identification numbers who wish 
to learn DIGEST, with the restriction that each statement of 
students of DIGEST contains only a finite number of individ
uals. Each individual in the statement of students of 
DIGEST may be represented by a system model, the state of 
which at any time will be described by the following seven 
characteristics.

a. an unique identification number associated with
each individual;

b . the age of the individual;
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c. the individual*s level of experience with 

computer programming;
d. the individual's level of experience with 

DIGEST;
e. the individual’s level of experience with 

general system theory;
f. the individual’s motive for learning DIGEST,
g. a learning constant representing the percentage 

of material an individual is generally able to 
comprehend when in a formal learning situation.

3. The set of all input trajectories of the 
input/output specification GESTRE is the set of all functions 
of time which at any time value, gives a statement of stu
dents of DIGEST, with the restriction that if at some time 
value t 1 a statement of students of DIGEST contains an indi
vidual with a given identification number, and if the individ
ual with this identification number appears in a statement
of students of DIGEST at a later time t2, the age descriptor 
at time t2 will be greater by the difference t2-t1 than when 
the individual previously appeared in a statement of students 
of DIGEST and the level of experience descriptors at time t2 
will have values that may be obtained in time t2-t1 from from 
their respective values at time t 1.

4. The set of outputs of the input/output specifica
tion GESTSPC is the same as the set of inputs.



5. The set of output trajectories of the 
input/output specification GESTSPC is the same as the set of 
input trajectories.

6. The matching function of the input/output speci
fication GESTSPC matches with any input trajectory the set of 
all output trajectories with the properties that

a. if an individual with a given identification 
number appears in an output statement of students 
of DIGEST at time t , this individual must have 
appeared in an input statement of students of 
DIGEST before that time ; i.e., a student can
not leave the system if he has not previously 
entered it.

b . if an individual with a given identification
number appears in an output statement of students 
of DIGEST at time t 1, the age descriptor must be 
greater by the difference 11-t2 than when the 
student appeared in any input statement of stu
dents of DIGEST at time t2.

c. if an individual with a given identification num
ber appears in an output statement of students of 
DIGEST at time t 1, the values of the level of 
experience descriptors must be attainable in time
t 1-t2 from the values of the respective descriptors 
of the student when the student appeared in any 
input statement of students of DIGEST at time t2.
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3.3 The Technology Specification

1. Let GESTEK be the technology of the system design 
project GESTRE.

2. GESTEK contains the set of systems PERSONNEL U 
EQUIPMENT, and GESTEK contains an infinite number of copies 
of any system in PERSONNEL U EQUIPMENT.

3. The sets of systems PERSONNEL and EQUIPMENT are 
defined as follows:

PERSONNEL is the set of humans involved in system 
operations, such as instructors of DIGEST, tutors, computer 
programmers, system programmers, DIGEST consultants and 
DIGEST authors.

EQUIPMENT is the set of all available buildings and 
equipment, such as computer terminals, batch processors, 
classrooms, instructional programs, example DIGEST programs, 
computer cards and keypunches, DIGEST, computer manuals, and 
taped video and/or audio lectures.

3.4 Input/Output Merit Ordering
The merit ordering is the method of comparing one 

system’s performance to another 4s . It is accomplished by 
running specified experiments on the systems to estimate how 
well the system will perform in a given situation, and from 
these experiments, determining values, called a performance
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index, that represent how well the system performed. The 
expected performance is calculated by averaging the values 
obtained from experiments, weighted by the likelihood of the 
occurrence of the given experiment. This expected perfor
mance is called a figure of merit. Finally a method is spe
cified by which systems will be compared on the basis of 
their respective figures of merit.

1. This merit ordering will be called Restimo.
2. This merit ordering will be defined in terms of a 

figure of merit and an ordering of merit.
2.1 The figure of merit will be called gestfo m .
2.2 Gestfom is defined over the set of systems that 

satisfy the input/output specification QESTSPC.
2.3 All assignments made by gestfom will be made 

from the set of all nine-tuples of non-negative real numbers.
2.4 For each system that satisfies the input/output 

specification GESTSPC, the nine-tuple assigned to it will be 
the one consisting of the expected values determined by the 
performance index gestpfm defined below and its respective 
finite probability distribution in the family of finite 
distributions, gestdis defined below, when gestdis is 
restricted to GESTSPC.

3. The ordering of merit associated with the merit 
ordering gestomo will be defined as follows.

3.1 This ordering of merit will be called gesto m .
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3.2 Gestom is defined over the set of all nine- 

tuples of non-negative real numbers.
3•3 Let r (1) and r (2) be nine-tuples of non-negative 

real numbers. Then gestom assigns yes to the pair 
(r(1),r(2)) if and only if , for 
r ( 1 )=(score(1,1),score(1,2),...,score(1,9)) and 
r(2)=(score(2,1),score(2,2),...,score(2,9)),
SUM(score(1,i )weightio(i ))/(score(1,i)+baseio(i )), 
i in I[1,9], >
SUM(score(2,i)weightio(i))/(score(2,i)+baseio(i )), 
i in I[1,9]
where weightio(i ) is the weight assigned to the ith 
need satisfaction criterion in Table 3-1 and baseio(i) is 
the base score associated with the ith criterion in Table 

3.1.
3.4 Gestom may be shown to be reflexive by the 

following reasoning. For each element r , a nine-tuple of 
non-negative real numbers, where
r=(score(1),score(2),...score(9))»
SUM (score ( i) weightio ( i ))/ (score (i )+baseio( i)) , i in I d , 9], 
is a non-negative scalar S(r). Now gestom assigns yes to the 
ordered pair (r,r), as S(r)>S(r), for all non-negative sca
lars .

3.5 Gestom may be shown to be transitive by the 
following reasoning. Let r ( 1) , r (2), and r (3) be nine-tuples
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Table 3*1 Need Satisfaction Criteria

Weight Base Score Criterion

22 70. 1. DIGEST Usage
16 70. 2. DIGEST Understanding
14 70. 3• System Theory Usage
14 4 4. Relevance
12 70. 5. Understanding of General System

Theory
8 4 6. Worth of Learning
7 70. 7. Computer Usage
4 4 8. Interest
3 4 9. Computer Understanding
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of non-negative real numbers. Also, let 
SUM(score(j,i)weightio(i))/(score(j,i)+baseio(i)), i in 
I[1,9], be S(r(j)) for j in I[1,3]. If gestom assigns yes to 
(r(1),r(2)) and yes to (r(2),r(3)), then S (r ( 1))>S(r (2)) and 
S (r (2) )>_S (r ( 3)) , implying that S (r ( 1)) >S (r ( 3)) . Hence, 
gestom will assign yes to the ordered pair (r(1),r(3)).

4. . If Z(1) and Z(2) are systems that satisfy the 
input/output specification GESTSPC, and gestfom assigns q(1) 
and q(2) to Z(1) and Z(2), respectively, then gestimo assigns 
yes or no to the pair (Z(1),Z(2)) according to the assignment 
of yes or no, respectively, to the pair (q(1),q(2)) by gestom 
defined in Step 3 above.

1. The name of this performance index will be
gestpfm.

2. Let Z be a member of the set of systems that 
satisfy the input/output specification GESTSPC.

3. Assignments by gestofm will be made from the set 
of all nine-tuples of non-negative real numbers.

4. The rule by which a nine-tuple of non-negative 
real numbers is assigned to each system experiment of the 
system Z is defined as follows: Let f be an input trajec
tory, let x be a state, and let time be a time value of the 
system Z. Then each component of gestpfm is defined below.

4.1 DIGEST usage: This criterion is only concerned
with the output of the system at the end of the experiment.



Recall that the output of the system at any time t is a 
statement of students of DIGEST, each described by six char
acteristics, the fourth characteristic of which was the 
individual’s level of experience with DIGEST. Furthermore, 
let the individual,s level of DIGEST experience be divided 
into two sections, the first dealing with the ability to use 
DIGEST and the second with the ability to understand DIGEST. 
Then the performance index gestpfm assigns to the first 
component the median of all first sections of the fourth 
characteristic of every individual in the output statement at 
the end of the experiment.

4.2 DIGEST understanding: As in the above explana
tion, this criterion is concerned only with the output of the 
system at the end of the experiment. The performance index 
gestpfm assigns to the second component the median of all 
second sections of the fourth characteristic of every indi
vidual in the output statement at the end of the experiment.

4.3 System Theory Usage: The fifth descriptor of 
individuals in statements of students of DIGEST is the level 
of experience with general system theory. This descriptor 
will consist of two parts, the first dealing with usage of 
general system theory and the second dealing with under
standing of general system theory. The performance index 
gest pfm assigns to the third component of the nine-tuple the 
mode of all first components of the fifth descriptor of every
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individual in the output statement at the end of the experi
ment .

4.4 Relevance: The sixth descriptor of individuals 
used in this study deals with the individual's motive for 
learning DIGEST. It is subdivided into three components 
dealing with the individualfs perceived applicability of his 
learning experience, his perceived worth of his learning 
experience, and his interest in general system theory and 
computers. The performance index gestpfm will assign as the 
fourth component the median of the first components of the 
sixth descriptor of every individual in the output statement 
at the end of the experience.

4.5 Understanding of general system theory: Under
standing of general system theory is the second component of 
the level of general system theory experience, the fifth 
descriptor of individuals in statements of students of 
DIGEST. The performance index gestpfm will assign as the 
fifth component the median of all general system theory 
components of the level of general system theory experience 
descriptor of every individual in the output statement at the 
end of the experiment.

4.6 Worth of learning: The second component of the
motive descriptor deals with the student's perceived worth of 
his learning experience. The performance index gestpfm will 
assign as the sixth component the mode of all worth of
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learning components of the motive descriptor of every indi
vidual in the output statement at the end of the experiment.

4.7 Computer usage: The third descriptor of indi
viduals contained in statements of students of DIGEST deals 
with the individual*s level of computer programming experi
ence. This is subdivided into two sections, one dealing with 
the ability to use the computer and the other dealing with 
the individual1s understanding of computer concepts. The 
performance index gestpfm will assign to the seventh component 
the median of all first subsections of the level of computer 
programming experience descriptor of every individual in the 
output statement of students of DIGEST at the end of the 
experiment.

4.8 Interest: The third component of the motive
descriptor deals with the individual*s interest in system 
theory and computers. The performance index gestpfm assigns 
to the eighth component the mode of all third components of 
the motive descriptor of every individual in the output 
statement at the end of the experiment.

4.9 Computer understanding: The second subsection
of the descriptor dealing with the level of computer program
ming experience is concerned with computer understanding.
The performance index gestpfm assigns to the ninth and last 
component the median of all second subsections of the 
descriptor dealing with the individual^s level of computer
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programming experience of every individual in the output 
statement at the end of the experiment.

1. This family of finite probability distributions 
will be called gestdis.

2. If Z is a feasible system, then gestdis (Z) is a 
finite probability distribution defined over the set of 
system experiments on Z.

2.1 A system experiment on Z consists of an initial 
state x, a time value t, and an input trajectory. The set of 
system experiments of Z having positive probability of occur
rence may be described as follows: Let x be an initial state
that allows Z to satisfy GESTSPC and let t be the value of 
system time corresponding to the maximum real time a student 
may remain in the system. The input trajectories to be 
considered are those whose initial values are either a) a 
statement of students of DIGEST having 33 members, whose mean 
levels of experience in DIGEST, general system theory, and 
computer science are, respectively, minimal, minimal, and 
low; whose mean age is 18; and whose mean learning constant 
is such that the average learning curve for the students is 
similar in shape to those frequently used in educational 
psychology (Bugelski, 1956); or b ) a statement of students of 
DIGEST having one member whose descriptor values are within 
one standard deviation of the means described above.
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3.5 The Technology Me'rit Ordering

1. This merit ordering will be called gestkmo.
2. This merit ordering will be defined in terms of a 

figure of merit and an ordering of merit.
2.1 The figure of merit will be called gestkfom.
2.2 Gestkfom is defined over the set of all systems 

buildable in the technology GESTEK.
2.3 All assignments made by gestkfom will be made 

from the set of all possible twelve-tuples of non-negative 
real numbers.

2.4 For each system buildable in the technology 
GESTEK, the twelve-tuple assigned to it by gestkf om will be 
the one consisting of the expected valued determined by the 
performance index gestkpfm defined in Section 3•7 and the 
finite probability distribution gestdis, defined in Section 
3.5.

3. The ordering of merit associated with the merit 
ordering gestkmo will be defined as follows.

3. 1 This ordering of merit will be called gestkom.
3.2 Gestkom is defined over the set of all twelve- 

tuples of non-negative real numbers.
3.3 Let r (1) and r(2) be twelve-tuples of non

negative real numbers. Then gestkom assigns yes to the 
ordered pair (r (1),r (2)) if and only if for
r ( 1 M s a t i s f  ( 1,1) ,satisf( 1,2),... ,satisf ( 1,12)) and 
r (2)=(satisf(2,1),satisf(2,2),...,satisf(2,12)),
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SUM(satisf(1,i)weightk(i))/(satisf(1,i)+basek(i)), 
i in I[1,12], >
SUM(satisf(2,i)weightk(i))/(satisf(2,i)+basek(i)), 
i in I[1,12]
where weightk(i) is the weight assigned to the ith resource 
utilization criterion in Table 3•2 and basek(i) is the 
base score associated with the ith criterion in Table 3.2.

3.4 Gestkom is reflexive by the following reasoning. 
For each element r, a twelve-tuple of non-negative real 
numbers, where r=(satisf(1),satisf(2),...satisf(12)),
SUM(satisf(i)weightk(i))/(satisf(i )+basek(i )), i in 
I[1,12], is a non-negative scalar S(r). Now gestkom assigns 
yes to the ordered pair (r,r), as S(r)>S(r), for all non
negative scalars.

3.5 Gestkom is transitive by the following rea
soning. Let r ( 1) , r (2), and r (3) be twelve-tuples of non
negative real numbers. Also, let
SUM(satisf(j ,i)weightk(i ))/(satisf(j,i)+basek(i)) , i in 
I[1,12], be S(r(j )) for j in I[1,3]• If gestkom assigns yes 

to (r(1),r(2)) and yes to (r(2),r(3)), then S(r(1) )>S(r(2)) 
and S(r (2) )>.S(r(3)) , implying that S(r (1) )>S(r ( 3)) • Hence, 
gestkom will assign yes to the ordered pair (r( 1) ,r(3))•

1. The name of this performance index will be 
gestkpfm.

2. Let Z be member of the set of systems that are 
buildable in the technology GESTEK.
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Table 3•2 Resource Utilization Criteria

Weight Base Score Criterion

13 .50 1. Correction Facilities
13 10. 2. DIGEST Features
10 .50 3. Adaptability
10 .05 4. Learning Time
10 20 5. Computer Opportunity

9 6.00 6. Correction Ease

7 5400.00 7. Computer Time
7 .02 8. Error Types
6 48.00 9. Contentment
6 .0017 10. Operating Cost

5 .00050 11. Capital Cost
4 .33 12. Computer Need
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3• Assignments by gestkpfm will be made from the set 
of all twelve-tuples of non-negative real numbers.

4. The rule by which a twelve-tuple of non-negative 
real numbers is assigned to each system experiment of the 
system Z is defined as follows: Let f be an input trajec
tory, let x be a state, and let t be a time value of the 
system Z. Then each component of gestkpfm is defined as 
follows.

4.1 Diagnostic features: This criterion deals with
the extent of the diagnostic facilities in the system. The 
performance index gestkpfm will assign 0 to this component if 
the system lacks one or more of the following at time 0: a
complete list of DIGEST system error messages, an explanation 
of the probable cause of the DIGEST error messages, a partial 
list of computer system error messages other than DIGEST 
errors, and explanation of the system error messages and 
their probable cause, and an explanation of the concepts of 
system, function, coupling recipe, system experiment and 
simulation, together with examples. Gestkpfm will assign the 
value 1 otherwise.

4.2 DIGEST features: The performance index gestkpfm 
assigns to the second component a count of all distinct 
features of DIGEST whose use is presented and illustrated 
during the course of the experiment. Features of DIGEST that 
are considered distinct are predefined constants,
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programmer-defined constants, variables, arithemetic expres
sions and operators, binary set expressions and operators, 
predefined set, programmer-defined sets, predefined func
tions, programmer-defined functions, systems, coupling 
recipes , resultant systems and simulations. Hence the value 
assigned by gestkpfm will be an integer between 0 and 15, 
inclusively.

4.3 Adaptibility: This criterion deals chiefly with 
the software of the DIGEST computer system. The performance 
index gestkpfm will assign as the third component the multi
plicative inverse of the average real-time delay, measured in 
weeks, between a change in DIGEST and the corresponding 
change in the system Z, if this average is not zero. 
Otherwise, gestkpfm will assign the multiplicative inverse of 
the predicted real-time lag as estimated by an independent 
expert in the field of program modifications.

4.4 Learning Time: This criterion actually refers 
to the amount of real time a student spends in the system.
The performance index assigns as the value of the fourth 
component the multiplicative inverse of the elapsed real 
time, measured in weeks, from the start of the experiment to 
its end, if at the end of the experiment at least 90% of the 
students have attained the minimum acceptable levels for 
DIGEST usage and understanding, where these levels are the 
base scores listed in Table 3.1. Otherwise, gestkpfm will 
assign 0.
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4.5 Computer Opportunity: The performance index 

gestkpfm will assign as the fifth component the arithmetic 
mean of the maximum number of job runs per day available at 
each point of time of the experiment. The maximum job runs 
per day will be calculated by dividing the total operating 
hours of the computer by the turnaround time for student 
jobs .

4.6 Correction ease. The performance index gestkpfm 
will assign as the sixth component the value 0 if the system 
ease does not contain an index for DIGEST. Otherwise, it 
will assign the average number of real time hours of indi
vidual consulting time provided between successive units of 
system time during the course of the experiment.

4.7 Computer time: The performance index gestkpfm
assigns as the seventh component the total amount of central 
processor seconds provided for student use of DIGEST during 
the course of the experiment. This is the allocated seconds 

at the start of the experiment plus any additional time 
allocated during the course of the experiment.

4.8 Error types: The performance index gestkpfm
will assign as the eighth component the multiplicative in
verse of the number of debugging runs for DIGEST programs 
generated by all students during the course of the experiment 
and divided by the total number of students.
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4.9 Contentment: This is a real time per student 

measurement. The performance index gestkpfm will assign as 
the ninth component the number of real time hours of group 
instructional sessions, if any, multiplied by the average 
attendance rate for all such sessions over the course of the 
experiment plus the total number of hours spent with the 
instructor on an individual basis, the total divided by the 
total number of students in the system during the experiment.

4.10 Operating cost: The performance index gestkpfm
assigns as the tenth component the multiplicative inverse of 
the total amount of dollars spent by the system Z during the 
experiment divided by the real time duration of the experi
ment measured in weeks.

4.11 Capital cost: The performance index gestkpfm 
will assign as the eleventh component the multiplicative 
inverse of the amount of dollars spent in developing the 
system between the time of acceptance of the system proposal 
and the time of the start of the system test.

4.12 Computer need: The performance index gestkpfm
will assign as the twelveth and final component the multipli
cative inverse of the number of required DIGEST programs run 
on a computer.

3.6 The Trade-Off Merit Ordering
The trade-off merit ordering gestomo only comes into 

play when the input/output merit ordering and the



technology merit ordering fail to decide between systems. 
Hence in the cases where gestimo and gestkmo are sufficient 
to decide, gestomo will be defined so as to make the same 
decision. Otherwise, the normalized scores for the first two 
need satisfaction criteria and the normalized scores for the 
first five ranking resource utilization criteria will be 
multiplied and summed. To simplify definition of gestomo , a 
preliminary merit ordering gestomo will be defined. Then 
gestomo will be defined in terms of gestimo, gestkmo and 
gestpmo .

1 . This merit ordering shall be called gestpmo
2.1 The figure of merit associated with gestpmo 

shall be called gestpfom.
2.2 The figure of merit gestpfom will be defined 

over the set of feasible systems determined by the 
input/output specification GESTSPC and the technology GESTEK.

2.3 Gestpfom will make its assignments from the set 

of seven-tuples of non-negative real numbers.
2.4 For each system Z in the set of feasible sys

tems, the seven-tuple assigned to it by gestpfom will be the 
one whose first two components are the first two components 
of the nine-tuple assigned to system satisfying the 
input/output specification GESTSPC simulated by Z by the 
figure of merit gestfom, and whose last five components are 
the first five components of the twelve-tuple assigned to the
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system Z buildable in the technology GESTEK by the figure of 
merit gestkfom.

3.1 This ordering of merit will be called gest pom.
3.2 Gestpom is defined over the set of all seven- 

tuples of non-negative real numbers.
3.3 Let r (1) and r(2) be seven-tuples of non- 

negative real numbers. Then gestpom assigns yes to the 
ordered pair (r (1),r (2)) if and only if for 
r(1)=(n(1,1),n(1,2),...,n(1,7)) and
r ( 2) = (n ( 2, 1 ) , n (2, 2) , . . . , n (2, 7 )) ,
SUM(n (1,i)n(1,j))/((n(1,i)+baseio(i))(n(1,j)+basek(j))), 
i in I[1,2], j in I[3,7] >
SUM(n(2,i)n(2,j))/((n (2,i )+baseio(i ))(n(2,j)+basek(j))), 
i in I[1,2], j in I[3,7]

where baseio(i) is the base score for the ith crite
rion found in Table 3.1, and basek(j) is the base score of 
the jth criterion found in Table 3.2.

3.4 Gestpom is reflexive by the following reasoning. 
For each element r , a seven-tuple of non-negative real num
bers, where r = (n ( 1),n (2),...n (7)),
SUM(n(i)n(j) )/( (n (i )+baseio ( i )) (n (j )+basek( j ))) , i in I d , 2], 
j in I[3,7] is a non-negative scalar S(r). Now gestpom 
assigns yes to the ordered pair (r,r), as S(r)>S(r), for all 
non-negative scalars.
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3-5 Gestpom is transitive by the following rea

soning . Let r ( 1) , r(2), and r (3) be seven-tuples of non
negative real numbers. Also, let
SUM(n(k,i)n(k,j))/((n(k,i)+baseio(i))(n(k,j)+basek(j))), i in 
I[1,2], j in I[3,7] be S(r(k)) for k in I[ 1,3] • If gestpom 
assigns yes to (r(1),r(2)) and yes to (r(2),r(3)) , then 
S(r(1))>S(r(2)) and S (r (2))>S(r (3)), implying that 
S(r(1))>S(r(3)). Hence, gestpom will assign yes to the 
ordered pair (r(1),r(3)).

1. This merit ordering will be called gestomo.
2. Gestomo is defined over the set of feasible

systems determined by the input/output specification GESTSPC 
and the technology GESTEK.

3. Let Z (1) and Z (2) be feasible systems. Then 
gestomo assigns yes to (Z(1),Z(2)) if the feasilibility 
extension of gestimo assigns yes to (Z(1),Z(2)) and the 
feasibility extension of gestkmo assigns yes to (Z(1),Z(2)). 
Gestomo assigns no if gestpmo assigns yes to (Z (2),Z(1)) and 
the feasibility extension of gestimo assigns no to 
(Z(1),Z(2)). Gestomo assigns n_o if gest pmo assigns yes to
(Z (2),Z ( 1)) and the feasibility extension of gestkmo assigns 
no to (Z(1),Z(2)). Otherwise, gestomo assigns yes or no to
(Z (1),Z(2)) according to the assignment of yes or no, respec
tively by gestpmo. According to a previous theorem (Wymore, 
1974a), gestomo is a valid merit ordering consistent with the 
feasibility extensions of gestimo and gestkmo.



1. Let GESTEST be a system test plan .x
2. The input/output specification of GESTEST is 

GESTSPC, defined in Section 3.2.
3. The technology of GESTEST is GESTEK, defined in 

Section 3.3.
4. The feasibility merit ordering of GESTEST is 

gestomo, defined in Section 3.6.
5.1 Let gestdf be a test decision framework.
5.2 The input/output specification of gestdf is 

GESTSPC defined in Section 3.2.
5.3 The technology of gestdf is GESTEK, defined in 

Section 3.3.
5.4 The feasibility merit ordering for gestdf is 

gestimo, defined in Section 3.6.
5.5.1 Let gestfp be a finite partition.
5.5.2 The set to be partitioned is the set of all 

feasible systems determined by the input/output specification 
GESTSPC and the technology GESTEK.

5.5.3 Let ACCEPTABLE be the set of all systems Z 
such that gestomo assigns yes to (Z,ZBASE), where ZBASE 
simulates the system assigned the nine-tuple
(baseio(1),baseio(2),...,baseio(9)) by gestfom , where 
baseio(i) is defined as before, and ZBASE is assigned the 
twelve-tuple (basek(1),basek(2),...,basek(12)) by gestkfom,
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where basek(i) is defined as before. Let UNACCEPTABLE be the 
set of all feasible systems not in ACCEPTABLE.

5.5.4 No system may be both in ACCEPTABLE and 
UNACCEPTABLE, as either gestomo assigns yes to (Z ,ZBASE) or 
it does not.

5.5.5 Every feasible system Z must be in either 
ACCEPTABLE or UNACCEPTABLE, as gestomo assigns yes to 
(Z,ZBASE) or it does not.

5.5.6 Assume Z 1 and Z2 are feasible systems and that 
gestomo assigns yes to (Z 1 ,Z2) and yes to (Z2,Z 1 ) . Assume 
further that Z 1 is in ACCEPTABLE. Since gestomo assigns yes 
to (Z2,Z 1) and yes to (Z 1,ZBASE), it also assigns yes to
(Z2,ZBASE). Hence, Z2 is in ACCEPTABLE. Similarly, if Z2 is 
in ACCEPTABLE, so is Z 1. Now assume that Z 1 is in 
UNACCEPTABLE. Then Z2 must also be in UNACCEPTABLE, since if 
it were in ACCEPTABLE, Z 1 would be also, which is a contra
diction .

6. The system test is defined as follows.
6.1 The name of this system test will be GESTEST.
6.2 The input/output specification of GESTEST is

GESTSPC, defined in Section 3.1.
6.3 The technology specification of GESTEST is

GESTEK, defined in Section 3.2.
6.4 The test decision framework of GESTEST is 

gestdf, defined above.
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6.5 For any feasible system Z satisifies the 

input/output specification GESTSPC and is buildable in the 
technology GESTEK, the following procedure will be used to 
determine if Z is a member of the set ACCEPTABLE or of the 
set UNACCEPTABLE.

6.5.1 The performance index gestpfm defined in 
Section 3.4 and gestkpfm defined in Section 3•5 will be used 
to assign nine- and twelve-tuples to the system Z. The 
experiments will be those specified as having non-negative 
probabilities by the finite probability distribution gestdis 
defined in Section 3*4. The initial state will be any state 
that allows Z to satisy the input/output specification 
GESTSPC. The input trajectories will be those with the 
initial values specified by gestdis and with the additional 
properties that everyone on the initial statement of students 
of DIGEST will appear on every statement in the input trajec
tory for the duration of the experiment, and tnat no one will 
appear in a statement of students of DIGEST during the course 
of the experiment unless he was on the initial statement of 
students of DIGEST. Every individual on the list will be 
modelled by the system model appearing in Section 5.2.

6.5.2 The figures of merit gestfom and gestkfom will 
be calculated using the finite probability distribution 
gestdis and the performance indices for all experiments.
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6.5.3 The figure of merit gestpfom will be 

calculated and the three figures of merit used by the merit 
ordering gestomo to compare the system Z with the system 
ZBASE to which the figures of merit gestfom . gestkfom, and 
gestpfom assign the values (baseio(1),baseio(2), 
basio(2),basek(1),basek(2),...,basek(5)), respectively, where 
baseio(i), i in I[1,9], is the base score for the ith crite
rion in Table 3.1, and basek(i), i in I[1,12], is the base 
score for the ith criterion in Table 3.2. If gestomo 
assigns yes to the pair (Z,ZBASE), the system Z will be a 
member of the set ACCEPTABLE.

6.6 The following procedure outlines the method to 
be used when deciding if the system Z is an adequate model of 
the system ZREAL with which it is paired. The type of 
experiments to be performed on ZREAL are sketched only 
briefly, and no statistical methods have yet been decided 
upon to judge whether or not the results of the system simu
lation with Z are "close enough” to the results of the
experiments performed with ZREAL.

6.6.1 The subjects of the experiments will be groups 
of the same size as the statements of students of DIGEST 
described in the simulation with Z with similar mean levels
of experience in DIGEST, general system theory, and computer
programming, and with similar motives. Just what is meant by 
"similar” will have to be specified by statistical tests.
The length of the experiment will be the real-time equivalent
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of the length of the simulation. For example, if for a given 
system ZREA1, one week of real time is equivalent to one unit 
of time for the corresponding system model Z, and the simula
tion runs for 16 units of time, then the experiment on ZREAL 
will last for 16 weeks.

6.6.2 Other than testing needed to determine if the 
group of subjects is indeed similar to the statement of 
students of DIGEST used in the simulation, all testing of 
students will be performed at the end of the experiment. 
Pretests of the students should be conducted in the same 
manner as the post-tests. The post-tests for each student 
are briefly described as follows.

DIGEST usage: This will be the mean score attained
on two 100-point tests. The tests will be graded by an 
independent observer knowledgeable in DIGEST who has no 
knowledge of the students whose tests are being graded. The 
tests themselves deal with 1) writing a DIGEST program that 
includes all seven of the sections of a DIGEST program--this 
will be graded solely on the basis of syntax errors, and 2) 
correcting a DIGEST program with embedded syntax errors--also 
graded on the basis of syntax (Feurzeig, Wexelblat and 
Rosenberg , 1970) .

DIGEST understanding: This will be the mean score
attained on two 100-point tests. The first will be a score 
assigned by an experienced DIGEST programmer as the result of 
an oral examination which the programmer administers to the
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student. The second will be a written objective examination 
dealing with the studentfs reading comprehension of DIGEST 
programs.

System theory usage: Again this is the mean score on
two tests, similar in design and in purpose to those dealing 
with DIGEST usage.

Relevance: The student will rank his feelings about
the applicability of his learning experience by means of a 
closed-question procedure, i.e., he will answer questions of 
the type, "I will be able to apply the knowledge I have 
gained in this system to problems in my career field-- 
strongly agree, agree, slightly agree, not sure, slightly 
disagree, disagree, strongly disagree." All closed-question 
procedures attitude ranking procedures will be done on a 
7-rank basis, where the first rank is the one least accept
able to the client and the 7th rank is the one most accept
able to the client (Scott, 1968).

General system theory understanding and Computer 
understanding: The mean score on two test, following the
format used for the tests on DIGEST understanding, will be 
used.

Worth of learning and Interest : These will be mea
sured by the same type of closed-question procedures as are 
used for Relevance.
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Computer usage: The score to be used is the score on

a 100-point basis assigned by an independent DIGEST user to a 
test program written by a student. The points to be consid- 
dered are 1) is the program running, 2) is it free of bugs,
3) is it easy to read, and 4) how long did it take the stu
dent to get it running.

6.6.2 The tests of resource utilization will be 
performed in the same fashion as indicated in the performance 
index gestkpfm defined in Section 3.6, with the understanding 
that the tests will be performed on the components of ZREAL 
identified with the components of Z that gestkpfm considers. 
The tests will be performed at the points of real-time that 
correspond to the points of the system time scale needed to 

evaluate gestkpfm.
6.7 The same experiments outlined in Step 6.6 should 

be performed on both the current system and the proposed new 
system. The statistical test needed to determine if the 
proposed new system is at least as good as the current system 
has not yet been specified.



CHAPTER 4

CANDIDATE SYSTEMS

The previous chapters have tried to state in detail 
the problem of designing a system to teach students DIGEST. 
Now a solution to the problem must be constructed. The 
solution must satisfy the input/output specification GESTSPC 
and be built of components in the technology GESTEK.
However, the class of such systems has many members. The two 
systems outlined and compared here represent only two 
approaches to solutions.

4.1 Outline of the System GESTCLASS
The first system takes an approach similar to the 

traditional approach to teaching computer languages in a 
school environment. This system shall hereafter be referred 
to as GESTCLASS. The basic physical components of GESTCLASS 
are a human instructor, a classroom, a computer with an 
implementation of DIGEST, and reference manuals.

GESTCLASS will be organized in the following manner. 
It is a group instructional system with no individual 
instruction. Students interact with the instructor only 
during scheduled class periods. A class may consist of any 
number of students between five and fifty, with the assump
tion made that the quality of instruction is not dependent
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upon the number of students in the class. A syllabus for the 
class exists that describes fifteen lecture topics on general 
system theory, twenty lecture topics on DIGEST including the 
15 features considered distinct (see Section 3.5), and one 
lecture topic concerning basic computer concepts, where a 
lecture topic may consume one or more class periods. Five 
DIGEST programs are to be written and run by the students. 
Students may only enter GESTCLASS at the beginning of each 
semester and must leave at the end of that semester.

The course lasts for sixteen weeks with three one- 
hour classes per week for a total of forty-eight classes. 
Since a lecture takes at least one class to present and there 
are forty-two scheduled lecture topics, the instructor may 
use the extra classes for whichever lecture topics he chooses 
according to the following rule: if the class average of
understanding is less than 75% for a class period, the next 
class period will be used for the same lecture topic as long 
as the number of topics left to cover is less than the number 
of classes left. The reference manuals available include the 
current DIGEST manual (Rozanoff and Biessman, 1974), the GDC 
SCOPE 3.4 reference manuals, and the University of Arizona 
UCC User's Manual, and the instructor is assumed to be knowl
edgeable in the areas to be covered. The computer and 
DIGEST implementation to be used are the University of 
Arizona GDC 6400 and its current version of DIGEST. The
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predicted values for the resource utilization criteria that 
are constant for all experiments will be found in Table 4.1.

4.2 Outline of the System GESTIND
The second system will be called GESTIND. It is a 

completely computer-based course of instruction that can 
accept any number of students from one to twenty-five. Again 
The number of students is assumed to have no effect on the 
quality of instruction. Students may enter the system at any 
time and must leave no later than sixteen weeks after 
entering. If there are already twenty-five students in the 
system when an individual tries to enter, that individual is 
not admitted, i.e., his input is ignored and no record is 
kept of his attempt to enter. Students may leave the system 
before the sixteen weeks are up if the course of instruction 
has been sucessfully completed. The basic physical compo
nents are an interactive computer implementation of DIGEST, 
interactive computer lectures, and reference manuals.

The interactive computer lectures consist of thirty 
lectures on topics in general system theory, ten lectures on 
DIGEST, each one dealing with one of the fifteen distinct 
features of DIGEST referred to in Section 3.5, and ten lec
tures on basic computer concepts. A student has access to 
the lectures as many as five times per week, and it is 
assumed that an individual will interact with the system the
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Table 4.1 Predicted Criterion Values 
for the System GESTCLASS

Criterion Value Source of Data

Diagnostic
Features
DIGEST
Features
Adaptability
Learning
Time
Computer
Opportunity
Correction
Ease
Computer
Time

Error
Types

Contentment
Operating
Cost

Capital
Costs

1

15

0

21

5200.00

. 01

.0034

+M

Digest reference manuals 
SCOPE 3.4 reference manuals
Course syllabus

No data available, assumed 0 
Depends on experiments

UCC operating hours and 
turnaround time
System description

Billing algorithm for CDC 
6400, amount of allocated 
funds assumed $500 per semes
ter
Assumed average of 20 
debugging runs per student 
program
depends on experiments
Projected operating costs of 
$5000 per semester including 
salaries
Minimal capital costs, +M may 
be taken to be very large.

Computer .20 System description
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full five hours until he sucessfully completes the course.
He may repeat any of the lectures as often as he wishes.

Certain assumptions must be made about how lectures 
will be chosen to present to the student. These assumptions 
will be that 1) a lecture will be presented in the area in 
which a student is weakest; 2) if at time t the subject in 
which he is weakest is the same as at time t-1 and if his 
level of knowledge has increased only minimally in that time, 
the lecture presented at time t is the same as was presented 
at time t-1 .

The student will be required to write nine DIGEST 
programs. These will be run with a DEC-10 implementation of 
DIGEST. The reference manuals available are the DIGEST 
User’s Manual (Rozanoff and Biessman, 1974), the UCC 
Timesharing User vs Manual, the UCC SOS User Ts Manual, and the 
DEC system 10 manuals. Table 4.2 contains the predicted 
resource utilization criteria values for GESTIND.

4.3 Comparison of GESTCLASS and GESTIND
To do a complete comparison of GESTCLASS and GESTIND, 

it would be necessary to formulate the system models mathe
matically in detail and to run examples of the experiments 
outlined in gestdis defined in Section 3.5. However, it is 
possible at this time to compare the two systems on the basis 
of their utilization of resources. This comparison will be
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Table 4.2 Predicted Criterion Values 
for the System GESTIND

Criterion Value Source of Data

Diagnostic
Features
DIGEST
Features
Adaptability
Learning
Time
Computer
Opportunity
Correction
Ease
Computer
Time

10

150

1 7 0 0 0 . 0 0

Digest reference manuals 
SCOPE 3-4 reference manuals
Course syllabus

No data available, assumed 0 
Depends on experiments

UCC operating hours and 
turnaround time
System description

Billing algorithm for DEC-10 
6400, amount of allocated 
funds assumed $ 1000 per semes 
ter

Error
Types

Contentment
Operating
Cost

Capital
Costs

.0037

.0034

00017

Assumed average of 30 
debugging runs per student 
program
Depends on experiments
Projected operating costs of 
$5000 per semester including 
salaries
Projected capital costs of 
$6000 wages and computer time

Computer . 1 1 System description
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performed as an example of how the three merit orderings may 
be used to compare systems.

Referring to Table 4.1, it may be seen that the 
performance index gestkpfm. defined in Section 3.6, will 
assign the twelve-tuple (1, 15, 0, a 1, 21, 0, 5200, .01, b 1, 
.0034, + M , .20) to any experiment on the system GESTCLASS,
where a 1 and b 1 are the experimentally determined values of 
the criteria learning time and contentment, respectively. 
Similarly, by referring to Table 4.2, it should be evident 
that gestkpfm will assign the twelve-tuple (1, 10, 0, a2,
150, 0, 17000, .0037, b2, .0034, .00017, .11) to any system 
experiment on the system GESTIND, where a2 and b2 are the 
experimentally determined values of the criteria learning 
time and contentment, respectively.

Since all but two of these values are constant for 
all experiments, the respective expected values are the same. 
Hence, the figure of merit assigned to GESTCLASS by gestkfom, 
defined in Section 3*6, will be (1, 15, 0, E(a1), 21, 0,
5200, .01, E(b1), .0034, +M, .20) and that assigned to
GESTIND by gestkfom will be (1, 10, E(a2), 150, 0, 17000, 
.0037, E(b2), .0034, .00017, .11), where E(x) represents the 
expected value of x. For the sake of argument, assume that 
the expected values for the criteria learning time and con
tentment are same for the two systems and are the same as the 
base scores for the two criteria listed in Table 3.2. Then



the figures of merit assigned to GESTCLASS and GESTIND by 
gestkfom are, respectively, R 1 = ( 1, 15, 0, .05, 21, 0, 5200,
.01, 48, .0034, +M, .20), and R2 ='(1, 10, 0, .05, 150, 0, 
17000, .0037, 48, .0034, .00017, .11). Using the ordering of 
merit gestkom defined in Section 3-6, the value no is 
assigned to the ordered pair (R 1,R2), as the respective 
weighted sums are 38.97 and 43-44, and yes is assigned to 
(R2,R1). Hence, yes is assigned to (GESTIND,GESTCLASS); 
i.e., the system model GESTIND is at least as good as the 
system model GESTCLASS, when compared on the basis of their 
predicted utilization of resources. Therefore, if only two 
systems were under consideration and these were modelled by 
GESTIND and GESTCLASS, the system modelled by GESTIND would 
be chosen to be implemented, if the decision were made solely 
on the basis of resource utilization. To determine which 
system should be implemented on the basis of trade-off con
siderations, the respective figures of merit for need satis
faction must be calculated using the results of experiments 
performed on GESTIND and GESTCLASS. It should be emphasized 
that only system models have been compared at this point.



CHAPTER 5

SYSTEM THEORETIC FORMULATION

The mathematics of a system design project provides 
the mathematical system theoretic basis for the problem.
Every project artifact is described precisely in the language 
of general systems theory and is shown to possess the proper
ties that it must have to fulfill the requirements of the 
Tricotyledon Theory of System Design definitions. In this 
fashion one may be assured that the conclusions reached in 
the development of the system design project are mathemati
cally valid results; if one accepts or can demonstrate that 
the system models used in the design project are reasonable 
interpretations of physical reality, the conclusions should 
also be valid in the real world. Table 5.1 displays the 
special symbols used throughout the rest of this chapter.
Only part of the system theoretic artifacts will be developed 
here because of the extreme length of the system theoretic 
formulation of the problem.

5.1 GESTRE
Let GESTRE = (GESTSPC.GESTEK.gestlmo,gestkmo.gestomo , 

GESTST) be a systems design project where:
GESTSPC is the input/output specification defined in

Section 5.2;
68
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Table 5.1 Symbol Definitions for Chapter 5

Symbol Symbol Definition

R the set of all real numbers
R+ the set of all positive real numbers
R++ the set of all non-negative real numbers
(S)**n the n-th vector product of the set S
I the set of all integers
1+ the set of all positive integers
I++ the set of all non-negative real numbers

.E . is an element of

.NE. is not an element of
CNS(p) the constant function with value p
INF positive infinity
NINF negative infinity
.S. is a subset of
EMP the empty set
(S) the cardinality of the set S
GLE{a} the greatest integer less than or equal to a



GESTEK is the technology defined in Section 5.3; 
gestimo is the merit ordering defined in Section 3.4 over the 

input/output cotelydon determined by GESTSPC; 
gestkmo is the merit ordering defined in Section 3•5 over the 

technology cotyledon determined by GESTEK; 
gestomo is the merit ordering defined in Section 3•6 over the 

feasibility cotyledon determined by GESTSPC and 
GESTEK consistent with the feasibility extensions of 
gestimo and gestkmo;

GESTST is the system test plan defined in Section 3.7.

5.2 GESTSPC
First let us define the set of individuals that the 

input/output specification GESTSPC processes. Let POPULATION 
be a set of systems not empty such that if Z .E . POPULATION, 
then Z = (S,P,F,T,SIGMA) where:
S = IDNO X AGE X COMP X DIGEST X SYSTHE X MOTIVE X LEARNING, 
where

IDNO = I+;
AGE = R+;
COMP = C-USE X C-UND;
DIGEST = D-USE X D-UND;
SYSTHE = S-USE X S-UND;
MOTIVE = REL X WORTH X INTER;
LEARNING = R[0,1], where
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C-USE

= C-UND;
= D-USE;
= D-UND;
= S-USE;
= S-UND;
= R[0,100], and

REL
= WORTH;
= INTER;
= I d , 7];

P = LECTURE X TIME, where 

LECTURE = (I[0, 1 ])**3;
TIME = R++, (TIME represents the real-time of the 

learning session in hours};
F = FCNS(R ,P);
T = I++;
SIGMA is defined as follows:
if p .E . P, t .E . T, AND x .E . S, then
(PI(i))(SIGMA(CNS(p),1)(x))

= (PI(i )) (x) , i .E. {1,7};
(PI(2))(SIGMA(CNS(p),1)(x))

= (PI(2))(x) + 1;
(PI(j)&PI(i))(SIGMA(CNS(p ),1)(x))

= (PI(j)&(PI(i))(x) +
{[(PI(7))(x)]*[(PI(i-2)&PI(1))(p)]*[(PI(3)&PI(6))(x)]*
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[(PI(2))(p)]}/[(PI(j)&PI(i))(x)] 
if (PI(j)&(PI(i))(x) +

{[(PI(7))(x)]*[(PI(i-2)&PI(1))(p)]*[(PI(3)&PI(6))(x)]*
[(PI(2))(p)]}/[(PI(j)&PI(i))(x)] < 100;

= 100 otherwise, i .E . I[3,5], j .E. I[ 1,2];
(PI(i)&PI(6) ) (SIGMA(CNS(p),1)(x))

= GLE{[(PI(i)&PI(6))(x)) + (PI(7))(x)]/7).
Now let GESTSPC = (PIO,FIO,QIO,GIO,ETAIO) be an input/output 
specification where:
PIO = {((Z(1),X(1)), . . .,(Z(n),X(n))): n .E. I+, for every

i .E. I[ 1 ,n ], Z(i) .E. POPULATION, X .E. STATES(Z(i ))} 
U EMP;

FIO = {f: f .E. FCNS(R ,PIO), if s .E. R, t .E. R(s,INF) and 
if, for some Z .E. POPULATION, X .E. STATES(Z),
Y .E. STATES(Z ),
f (s ) = ((Z(1),X(1))s, . . . ,(Z(n),X(n))s) and 
F(t) = ((Z(1),X(1))t, . . . ,(Z(m),X(m))t), and 
there exists i .E . I[1,n ] and j .E . I[1,m ] such that 
(Z(i),X(i))s = (Z,X) and (Z(j),X(j))t = (Z,Y), then
Y is reachable from X in time t-s};

QIO = PIO;
GIO = FIO;
ETAIO = {(f,{g:g .E. GIO, if ZO .E. POPULATION, t .E. R, and

g(t) .E. X{STATES(Z): Z .E. PI} for some
PI .E. FINITESUBSETS(POPULATION) and
ZO .E . PI, then there exists s .E . R(NINF,t )
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such that if f(s) .E. X{STATES(Z): Z .E. P2}
for P2 .E. FINITESUBSET(POPULATION), then 
ZO .E. P2, and (g(t ))(STATES(ZO ) ) is reachable 
in time t-s from (f(s))(STATES(ZO))}): 

f .E. FIO}.

5.3 GESTEK
Let GESTEK = PERSONNEL U EQUIPMENT U ISO be a tech

nology, where PERSONNEL is a set not empty of systems; 
EQUIPMENT is a set not empty of systems;
ISO = {Z: Z is isomorphic to ZI, for some ZI .E . PERSONNEL or 

ZI .E. EQUIPMENT}.
Then TECHOTYLEDON(GESTEK) =
{(K,Z): K is a system couple such that

COMPONENTS(K ) .S. GESTEK and Z = RES(K )}.



CHAPTER 6

FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS

By this time, the problem of defining a teaching aid 
system for DIGEST has been described in three levels of 
detail. Two preliminary attempts to design such a system 
have been investigated. However, there is as yet no final 
solution and no analysis of the resources necessary to 
design, implement, and test that final solution. A review of 
the results and some suggestions for further work will prove 
useful.

6. 1 Summary
Ideally, a complete problem definition should indi

cate the most viable approaches to system design. It seems 
that the chief features of the system solution are or should 
be inherent in the problem definition. Yet even with the 
chief points outlined, enough latitude is left that many 
feasible solutions may be designed, if one had but world 
enough and time.

The first attempt at the problem definition, con
tained in Chapter 2, outlines the six artifacts in narrative 
that the reader with a non-technical background should be 
able to understand. Its purpose is chiefly informative.
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Firstly, what the system needs to do in order to achieve the 
goals of the client group are described, in addition to some 
assumptions made in the course of the study. Secondly, the 
resources available at The University of Arizona and some 
potentially available resources were described in detail. 
Next, the points to consider when comparing system solutions 
from three viewpoints, that of need satisfaction, that of 
resource utilization, and that of trade-off, are developed 
from specifications made by the client. Finally, the phi
losophy of system testing is described, including points to 
consider when testing system models and those to consider 
when testing actual systems.

The purpose of the second attempt at problem defini
tion is to provide a guideline for system designers and 
system judges so that they may use the problem definition 
without having to be experts in mathematical system theory. 
This chapter may be viewed as a working definition of the 
problem. Algorithms designed to cover as many aspects of 
system comparison and testing as possible are presented in a 
style that attempts to avoid the cant of the system design 
methodology while retaining the efficiency of expression and 
the clarity of a mathematical formulation.

The final attempt to define the problem, in Chapter 
5, includes some of the same six artifacts as the two previ
ous definitions, but in formal system theoretic terms.
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Additionally, the model of student learning behavior to be 
used in testing the system models was developed. To under
stand this chapter requires a fair amount of sophistication 
in mathematical system theory.

Finally, two approaches to teaching systems are 
considered. These two approaches and various combinations of 
the two seem to represent the only feasible approaches to 
solving the problem.

The first approach, that of classroom instruction, 
has been the traditional approach to teaching taken by the 
American educational system. However, student opinions of 
such classes tend to vary tremendously. To a large extent, 
the success of such a system depends on the instructor and 
thus is extremely difficult to predict by means of system 
models. Satisfactory techniques with which to describe the 
interaction between students and instructors are not avail
able. Hence, the results of model testing must be viewed 
cautiously. It is quite possible that a system *s success may 
differ widely from its predicted success.

The second approach, that of individual instruction 
by means of computers, is relatively new. Intuitively, a 
strictly computer instructional system should prove inade
quate because of lack of flexibility, but whether this intui
tion is correct or not remains to be seen. Yet, an individ
ual instructional system that is chiefly supported by

r
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computers and supplemented by individual human tutoring might 
prove very satisfactory when a strictly computer system would 
not. This type of system deserves closer investigation.

6.2 Future Study
This thesis has emphasized the structure of possible 

teaching systems, leaving the content of the system programs 
up to the system designer. In part, this is due to the crude 
form of the learning model used to represent students. For 
example, only the primary learning characteristic of student 
learning behavior has been incorporated into the model. A 
better model should include forgetting and latent learning 
characteristics. Hence a major area of concern is the devel
opment of a more realistic model of student learning behav
ior. How well a system satisfies the need of the problem 
depends directly on the type of system model used to describe 
learning behavior. Parametric models of learning behavior 
seem to be the most useful for the purpose at hand 
(Wadsworth, 1969), but the distribution of the parameters in 
the student population must then be described.

One or both of the system models outlined in Chapter 
4 could be extended to present a more realistic situation.
In fact, with such extensions and modification's, either might 
be an acceptable solution to the problem. However, system 
theoretic formulations of the models need to be developed to
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comply with the test requirements set forth in Section 2.6, 
System Test Philosophy.

In refining the problem definition itself, attention 
should be directed to two main areas. The first of these is 
the determination of a finite probability distribution over 
the possible system experiments. Each system to be tested 
should be presented with the same initial inputs having the 
same probability of occurrence, but actual experiments dif
fer, depending on the system under consideration. The second 
area deals with specifying the statistical tests to be used 
in deciding if the proposed physical system is an improvement 
over the current system, and in deciding if the system model 
adequately represents the physical system of which it pur
ports to be a model.

The question of how much confidence should be placed 
in the results of tests on system models has been entirely 
sidestepped and should be investigated. The assumption has 
been made throughout that all system designers who might be 
interested in designing the teaching system described herein 
are honest ; an incentive scheme of payment for system design 
might ensure their honesty. Such a scheme still requires 
negotiation .

In effect, all these considerations imply completing 
the project. To a great extent, they require a level of 
expertise not readily achieved. However, when finished, the 
system implemented should satisfy the needs of the client.



APPENDIX A

CLIENT

Kathy Biessman 
Norman Bogen 
Charles Gitard 
Marguerite Earning 
Mark Olson

Robert Snyder

GROUP

SIE 51, Spring 1974
SIE 51, Spring 1974
SIE 51, Spring 1974
SIE 51, Spring 1974
Senior, 
1974

Systems Eng

SIE 51, Spring 1974
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APPENDIX B

INPUT/OUTPUT QUESTIONNAIRE

INSTRUCTIONS:

You have been given a total of 100 npoints of importance." 
Please distribute these points among the following items, 
giving the greatest number of points to the item that you 
feel is most important, a smaller number of points to one 
of lesser importance, etc. Please add any items not listed 
which you feel should be considered. Comment on any that you 
don’t understand; feel free to ask any questions.
That system is better in which:
  1. A student shows a larger increase in the understand

ing of computers after having been in the system.
  2. A student shows a larger increase in the ability

to use a computer after having been in the system.
  3. A student shows a larger increase in the under

standing of DIGEST after having been in the system.
  4. A student shows a larger increase in the ability

to use DIGEST after habing been in the system.
  5. A student shows a larger increase in the understand

ing of system theory after having been in the system.
  6. A student shows a larger increase in the ability to

use system theory after having been in the system.
  7. A student is more interested in system theory as a

result of having been in the system.
  8. A student is more interested in computers as a

result of having been in the system.
  9. A student feels his learning experience in the

system was worthwhile.
  10. A student sees applications of his new knowledge

to his own projects.
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APPENDIX C

TECHNOLOGY QUESTIONNAIRE

INSTRUCTIONS:
You have been given a total of 100 11 points of importance." 
Please distribute these points among the following items, 
giving the greatest number of points to the item that you 
feel is most important, a smaller number of points to one 
of lesser importance, etc. Please add any items not listed 
which you feel should be considered. Comment on any that you 
don *t understand; feel free to ask any questions.
That system is better in which:
  1. A student has less need of using the computer

to run DIGEST programs.
  2. A student has more opportunity, measured in

job runs per day, to run DIGEST on a computer.

  3• More computer time is available for running
DIGEST.

  4. A student makes fewer mistakes in writing DIGEST
programs.

  5. Any mistakes made can more easily be corrected
within the sytem.

  6. Facilities or information needed to correct mis
takes are more likely to be found in the system.

  7. The system presents more features of DIGEST.
  8. The system is easier to modify as DIGEST is

mod if ied.
  9. The time needed to complete the learning process

is less.
  10. The learning experience is more enjoyable.
  11. The system is less expensive to build.
  12. The system is less expensive to operate.
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